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Silesian fortified palace Fürstenstein (Książ)
Royal splendor and dark secrets underground
Our travel recommendation
Splendid Palace Fürstenstein
The fortified palace Fürstenstein (Ksiaz), high above the river Pelcznica, attracts many
tourists in Polish Walbrzych with impressive outer architecture and splendid inner
rooms.
Only a few people know that you can find a gigantic network of tunnels and halls from
the Second World War under the splendid palace facilities.

Discover Silesias secret underground
The project „Komplex Riese“ was started in September 1943 due to increasing
airstrikes by the allied armies at the end of the Second World War.
The main goal of this project were the setup of Hitler's headquarters under the palace
Fürstenstein and the construction of underground factories under the Owl Mountains.
Until today there are no exact proves, but the begun construction and adaption works
can be tracked under the palace and in many places in the Owl Mountains.

Dark, hidden tunnel of the Führer under the palace

The project stretched over the palace Ksiaz and over seven other military underground
complexes in Rzeczka, Wlodarz, Osówka, Sokolec, Sobon und Milków.
For this huge plan not only numerous mining specialists were hired but also hundreds
of prisoners and forced laborers were organized. Most of them came from concentration camp Ausschwitz. In May 1945, the red and the Polish army reached this area and
the construction works stopped.
Today interested tourists, hobby historians and military enthusiasts can visit some of
those complexes on guided tours.
Discover Silesia's underground with historic scenery of the Second World War under
the fortified palace Ksiaz and in the underground complexes of Rzeczka, Wlodarz and
Osówka
View into Owl Mountains

Monuments of Power - full of Life
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The fortified palace Książ magnificantly unites the
architecture styles gothic, baroque and rococo. Built in the
end of 13th Century by duke Bolko I. of Schweidnitz as
Oberburg, numerous owners lived in that palace until the
Silesian aristocratic family Hochberg became the owners in
1509. They rebuilt it to today's splendid palace. Richly
decorated halls show this time spectacularly.
From 1941, the NS state asserted a claim on these facilities
in order to reuse it as the central headquarters for the
“Complex Giant”. That included a setup of an air force school
or quarters for the highest executive staff. A 50-meter deep
shaft leads to an underground tunnel system of 2 km length.
Discover stock rooms, machines and remains of a light
railway underneath the palace.
Enjoy the nature and landscape of the Owl Mountains or a
stay at the palace hotel and solve the riddle of thrilling history
of Fürstenstein.
www.ksiazcastle.com
www.ksiaz.walbrzych.pl
The underground complex Rzeczka is located between the
villages Rzeczka and Walim. Three tunnels with an overall
length of 500m lead into the center of Ostra Mountain and
allow insights into the mysterious unfinished tunnel system
of the Nazis.
A guided route of the Walim museum leads through huge
underground halls and rooms drilled into the walls and
enforced with concrete. Many parts of the infrastructure are
also found overground. These were necessary for the
function of the bunker, stock and stock halls or compressors.
Become a treasure hunter and discover this mysterious
tunnel system.
www.sztolnie.pl
The complex Osówka is located near the villages of Kolce
and Sierpnica over the Osówka Mountain.
The tunnels on different levels have an overall length of 1.7
kilometers. A light railway connects it with the station in
Głuszyca Górna.
Tourists pass huge halls and smaller concrete rooms.
The “wardroom” and the “plant” are the main attraction.
The “plant” is a 30x30m concrete monolith, which was set
4.5m into the rock.
Pipes, canals and passages as well as fundament for
machinery and facilities are still a mystery for researchers.

Walim museum in the Rzeczka complex

Entrance to underground city Osówka

Underground mine of Osówka

www.gluszyca.com

Włodarz
Underground
military facility of
World War II

The biggest of the underground facilities of the „Giant
complex“ is located near the village Walim in the Włodarz
Mountain.
Around 30% of this complex tunnel system is flooded, so that
tourists are able to visit these flooded halls on boat tours. As
in the other complexes, there are fundaments for machinery
and facilities as well as stock halls with thousands of
fossilized cement bags.
An exhibition of weapons and military vehicles complete the
visit of the Włodarz complex.
www.wlodarz.pl

Boat tour through flooded halls of
Wlodarz complex
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